In the last few years, due to the technological improvement of advanced metering infrastructures, water and natural gas grids can be regarded as smart-grids, similarly to power ones. However, considering the number of studies related to the application of computational intelligence to distribution grids, the gap between power grids and water/gas grids is notably wide. For this purpose, in this paper, a framework for leakage identification is presented. The framework is composed of three sections aimed at the extraction and the selection of features and at the detection of leakages. A variation of the Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) algorithm is used to select the best performing features within a set, including, also, innovative temporal ones. The leakage identification is based on novelty detection and exploits the characterization of a normality model. Three statistical approaches, The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and One-Class Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM), are adopted, under a comparative perspective. Both residential and office building environments are investigated by means of two datasets. One is the Almanac of Minutely Power dataset (AMPds), and it provides water and gas data consumption at 1, 10 and 30 min of time resolution; the other is the Department of International Development (DFID) dataset, and it provides water and gas data consumption at 30 min of time resolution. The achieved performance, computed by means of the Area Under the Curve (AUC), reaches 90% in the office building case study, thus confirming the suitability of the proposed approach for applications in smart water and gas grids.
Introduction
Differently from city-wide distribution grids, residential and building networks can be affected by very small leakages, which can be detected only after lengthy or complex actions, e.g., comparing winter usage or checking measured resource intake at the meter during periods of no resource usage. They may remain unnoticed for weeks or months, thus producing huge waste or even damage. As a matter of fact, the statistics reported in the WaterSense Project [1] show that residential water leaks, in the U.S., waste about 3.78 trillion liters annually nationwide.
Many shortcomings still affect the development of proper applications for water and natural gas grids' monitoring, as reported in the comprehensive survey by Fagiani et al. [2] , despite the availability of advanced metering systems [3] [4] [5] andsensor fault diagnosis frameworks [6, 7] . Specifically, in recent years, a wide set of machine learning and computational intelligence approaches have been focusing on the fulfillment of the smart-home and the smart-grid paradigms.
Unfortunately, the energy field has drawn great attention [8] , thus the water and natural gas fields have been left aside.
Water and natural gas are resources as precious as electrical energy. In a smart-home that follows the smart-grid paradigm, their monitoring should be added alongside the monitoring of electrical energy. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can provide the required real-time monitoring and control [9] , thus integrating water, gas and electrical energy data into existing management systems [10, 11] , further improving their performance.
To investigate the problem, the authors' focus has been aimed, in the first place, at consumption forecasting for short-and medium-term prediction in both residential and building scenarios [12] , thus highlighting the effect of the grid scale on the consumption trends. Thereafter, since leakage detection in large-scale grids has been investigated in the literature, we focused on the detection of leakages occurring in water and natural grids of residential environments [13] .
In this paper, the authors propose a framework to detect the presence of leakages in water and natural gas networks in both residential and building environments. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and One-Class Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM) are adopted, under a comparative perspective, as statistical modeling approaches. Moreover, the framework extracts a set of features and performs a selection, by exploiting a proposed variation of the Sequential Feature Selection (SFS), to identify the best ones.
State of the Art
Novelty detection techniques raised deep interest in many application fields, and a large corpus of literature has been produced so far [14] [15] [16] . Among these, non-intrusive techniques [17, 18] have been deemed of particular interest since they do not require additional tools, other than the water meter, to locate the leakage. Furthermore, many publications about leakage/fault detection in industrial environments are available in the literature. Aimed mostly at oil and natural gas pipelines, they are based on high sampling rates and/or multiple sensing points arranged along the pipeline. Since these methods are too invasive for residential environments, only the state of the art for civil resources' distribution is presented below. Studies based on district network data have been included to evaluate the suitability of the proposed technique for office buildings, scenarios that have not been addressed, as of yet, in the current literature, as shown in Table 1 .
Mounce et al. [19] have exploited the Support Vector Regression (SVR) technique in order to detect anomalies in time series of a water distribution system. The approach has proposed both flow and pressure analysis, and different types of novelty events have been tested, i.e., bursts, low pressure and large unusual demands. The evaluations have been performed by adopting the time series collected in 200 District Metered Areas (DMAs) by smart meters, with a sampling rate of 15 min. Experiments have been conducted to detect abnormal events and to analyze historical data. In the case of novelty detection experiments, the SVR model has been trained on a dataset spanning over 12 weeks, and the test has been performed over nine days worth of data, also containing the samples relating to abnormal events. On the other hand, for the historical evaluations, six months of data have been used in the testing phase, whereas the training has been performed on the prior six month subset.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) have been recently exploited by Nasir et al. [20] . The experiments have been performed in order to estimate both the position and size of water leakages. The EPANET tool [21] has been adopted to simulate a residential network with two pressure sensors, two differential pressure sensors, two flow sensors and to acquire the data in the simulation circuit. About 1800 scenarios have been adopted to train the models, and an additional 1800 scenarios have been used to test them. The performance has been evaluated in terms of MSE and the squared correlation error coefficient (R-square). The proposed quasi-static analysis confirmed the good behavior of the SVM and its resilience to sensor measurement errors.
A binary classifier, referred to as C4.5, has been used by Gamboa-Medina et al. [22] to evaluate and to generate a set of rules to discriminate water leakages. In a controlled experimental laboratory circuit, water pressure data have been collected at high sampling rate (4 samples/s) by 15 sensors, producing 1-min sequences of 240 samples. Three-hundred ten no-leak and 310 leak sequences have been acquired and four features extracted: energy, entropy, zero crossing count and the distribution of the energy on the components of the wavelet decomposition.
Single features and their combinations have been evaluated in terms of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Area Under the Curve (AUC). The 10-fold cross-validation method has been applied to train the classifier and to discriminate two classes, that is leak and no-leak.
Fuzzy logic has been applied to detect and locate leakages in water networks by Sanz et al. [23] . The proposed Fuzzy Inductive Reasoning (FIR) is composed of four main stages: fuzzification, qualitative modeling, qualitative simulation and defuzzification. The experiments have been performed by adopting 30 days of DMA pressure data, collected by two sensors at an hourly rate. The classification has been performed by training the system on the first three weeks of data; whereas tests have been performed on the remaining data synthetically modified by means of the EPANET [21] software: US EPA Research, Durham, NC, USA. The detection performance has been evaluated by pointing out the total amount of leakages detected in the various experiments. The proposed approach isolates correctly the leakages and presents a good precision.
Alkasseh et al. [24] have exploited a multiple linear regression (MLR) method to correlate the minimum night flow and a set of network parameters, such as the number of connections, the total length of pipe and the weighted mean age pipe of the network. The relation has been computed through the analysis of 30 DMAs' data, and the difference between the actual MNF (Minimum Night Flow) and the estimated one, which could allow one to establish the presence of a leakage, has been evaluated by using R and R-square.
The mathematical model proposed by Oren and Stroh [25] is focused on the residential scenario. A set of heuristic thresholds, applied to flow data, have been defined to detect the presence of leakages. The approach exploits the data acquired in one sensing point, but neither exhaustive experiments nor evaluation criteria have been presented.
In the natural gas field, Wan et al. [26] have exploited a multi-classifier based on SVM in order to detect and localize leakages. The wavelet decomposition has been exploited to detect the leakage presence, whereas the difference of arrival have been adopted to estimate the leakage position. The manuscript reports that the experiments have been performed on an experimental circuit with five acoustic sensors that collect data at 1 MHz. One hundred twenty sequences, with and without leakages, have been adopted during the evaluations, and the training has been performed on 50% of them and the test on the remaining sequences. 
Literature Review
Most of the literature approaches have been tested on residential-sized or district-sized networks, as reported in Table 1 . To our knowledge, most of them [19, 20, [22] [23] [24] 26 ] cannot be applied to residential scenarios, where only aggregated flow measurement records are available, i.e., only one sensing point. Specifically, the input data in Nasir et al. [20] have been generated by means of the EPANET software [21] to simulate four pressure sensors and two flow sensors. The same tool, in Sanz et al. [23] , has been used to simulate the presence of leakages in a DMA of Barcelona, called Nova Icària. In this case, non-faulty instances have been recorded by two pressure sensors, whereas the faulty instances have been simulated accordingly to that setup. Furthermore, in Gamboa-Medina et al. [22] , the data have been collected by an experimental circuit of 15 pressure sensors arranged along the pipe. Finally, in Alkasseh et al. [24] and Mounce et al. [19] , both flow and pressure data have been collected from DMAs. Mounce et al. [19] have correlated the anomalies in flow and pressure series with operational information and manual data interpretation. Wan et al. [26] have adopted a high-pressure experimental circuit with five acoustic and pressure sensors.
The only suitable approach, Oren and Stroh [25] , which uses a single sensing point in a residential environment, shows some limitations, as well. First of all, the applied constraints have been computed from the average domestic water usage of several nations; therefore, the statistical information has not been obtained from the sequence itself. Moreover, the approach seems to lack proper experimental validation, by presenting one evaluation only.
The state of the art methods present many shortcomings, in addition to the number of data sources, even from the computational approach standpoint. In particular, the experimental methodology adopted in Alkasseh et al. [24] , Gamboa-Medina et al. [22] , Nasir et al. [20] , Sanz et al. [23] and Wan et al. [26] is incompatible with the novelty detection paradigm [27, 28] , in which only the normal behavior is known. In Gamboa-Medina et al. [22] , the binary classifier has been trained to discriminate two classes: leak and no-leak. In Nasir et al. [20] , ANN and SVM have been trained to discriminate the leakage location and size; whereas Alkasseh et al. [24] do not discriminate the presence of a leakage, but a linear correlation between the MNF (Minimum Night Flow) loss and the number of connections, the total length of the pipe network and the pipes' weighted mean age has been explicated.
On the other hand, in Mounce et al. [19] and Oren and Stroh [25] , no faulty instances have been used to train the system, and the leakage scenario has been adopted only during the validation stage, in accordance with the novelty detection concept.
Among the reported contributions, several evaluation criteria have been adopted. Specifically, Oren and Stroh [25] and Mounce et al. [19] did not present a standard evaluation criterion.
Innovative Contribution
In this study, the authors propose a leakage detection framework based on statistical modeling that is focused on two distinct environments. They are named residential and building. The former deals with the consumption of a typical living environment, e.g., a house inhabited by one to six residents, whereas the latter refers to an office building with hundreds of occupants. In both scenarios, the consumption, that is flow data, is collected at a single sensing point with a sampling rate between 1 and 30 min. The Almanac of Minutely Power dataset (AMPds) [29] and the Department of International Development (DFID) dataset [30] have been used to represent these scenarios.
The method adopted in this framework has been inspired by the works of Principi et al. [31] and Kuncheva [32] , where an audio novelty detection is performed by exploiting a statistical model of the normal condition of the system. The statistical approach in novelty detection has never been used for leakage identification, and within the state of the art, none of the contributions seem aimed at residential or building environments. Specifically, to the best of the authors' knowledge, among recent studies, no one has targeted the natural gas grid in a residential scenario and water and gas grids in a building scenario.
In the proposed framework, each dataset has been split into overlapped frames, then a set of features, chosen by the authors, has been extracted. Indeed, in the literature, a well-defined set of features suitable for this application is yet to be proposed, and our contribution fills the gap. Moreover, a suitable feature selection stage has been proposed and adopted to determine the best combination of features for the diverse operative conditions.
In order to limit the number of tested combinations, a variation of the SFS [33] has been proposed. At the same time, to lower the chance of missing a good combination, rather than choosing only one feature, the three best features are selected at the end of the first step. The set of features, extracted during the training from the dataset, which is leakage free, has been used to characterize the normal behavior of the consumption, also called background model or normality background. The process has been carried out by means of GMM, HMM, and OC-SVM.
In the validation phase, the logarithmic likelihood values, or the distances to the hyperplane, of the new data have been computed by adopting the pre-trained background models, and a set of thresholds has been used to determine the True Detection Rate (TDR) and the False Detection Rate (FDR).
In the evaluation of the system performance, the validation sets have been manipulated by introducing artificial leakages in the records, and a leakage size between 25% and 50% of the average consumption of the training set has been assumed. The correctness of the modeled leakage records has been confirmed in a comparison against the ones collected in a real-life case environment [34] .
In a residential scenario and based on the AMPds' values, a leakage value spanning from 25% to 50% of the average consumption level, corresponds to values between 7.76 L/h and 15.53 L/h. In a real-life environment, the most common leakage rates are 20 L/h and 10 L/h, whereas 49% of leakages are at most equal to 20 L/h, thus proving the correctness of the modeling criteria.
To further improve the model, the leakage size, as well as the duration and the starting point, have been randomly selected. Specifically, a limited duration of the leakages has been chosen in order to simulate the correct detection of the anomaly and consequent restoration of standard operating conditions within the same observation window.
In order to provide an extensive study by exploiting the framework, the experiments proposed in Fagiani et al. [13] have been extended, as shown in the following. First, the experiments performed with residential consumption values, of water and natural gas, contained in AMPds, and at 1-and 10-min resolution, have been integrated by adding evaluations at 30 min of resolution. To this end, a new dataset has been introduced, namely the DFID dataset, which provides the records of the water and natural gas consumption of two buildings. Moreover, the feature set has been extended, as well. Along with the 10 features, originally proposed in Fagiani et al. [13] , an extra set of temporal features has been included. The aim of these temporal features is to model any correlation between consumption levels and time, such as high consumption at peak hours or low consumption at night ones. In addition, a further statistical approach for the creation of the normality model has been evaluated, the One-Class Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM). As for GMM and HMM, the OC-SVM is a well-known approach for novelty detection, but it has never been adopted for the detection of water and gas losses in residential and building scenarios. In the experiments, the feature selection has been performed with and without the temporal features. Furthermore, an analysis of the performance variability has been carried out by keeping two leakage parameter fixed at a time and randomly varying the remaining one.
To conclude, the paper outline is presented. The proposed statistical framework for automatic leakage detection is introduced in Section 2. The Section also presents the adopted features, the statistical models used for novelty detection and the proposed SFS procedure. The experiments are presented and discussed in Section 3. The results are commented on and analyzed in Section 4, whereas Section 5 concludes the paper.
The Proposed Statistical Framework
The proposed framework is composed of three main parts, which are the feature extraction, the feature selection and the leakage detection. In Figure 1 , the constitutive blocks for the feature extraction and the leakage detection are depicted. As stated above, the leakage identification is based on the normality model, which captures the statistical features of the data without recorded leakages. For this reason, as shown in Figure 1 , a two-stage framework has been proposed. In the normality model creation stage, the features' information is processed to create and train the statistical model of the normal behavior. After this training phase, the models are stored to be used in the novelty detection stage. In the validation phase, all of the decisions are based on the log-likelihood values that are compared against a set of thresholds. For each frame, the corresponding log-likelihood value is obtained from the constitutive equation of the model, with the normality parameters obtained during the training phase and the new input features' data. The set of thresholds depends on the overall log-likelihoods computed for the validation set. Being that the dataset is split into frames, the lowest resolution of the decision is represented by the frame length. For both stages, the input datasets are firstly processed in the features' extraction block, in order to split the dataset into frames and to extract the selected features.
Three different models, extensively described in the following section, have been adopted to compute the normality model: the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and One-Class Support Vector Machine (OC-SVM).
The features' selection stage operates directly on the set of extracted features based on the detection performance. For each new selected feature, the whole feature extraction and leakage detection operations are repeated. The proposed selection algorithm is extensively described in the following section.
Features
As anticipated before, a collection of both known and new features has been used to fill the gap in the literature. In particular, in order to provide a comparative evaluation, all of the suitable features available in the current literature, presented in Section 1.1, have been considered.
The energy of signals and of their wavelet decomposition sub-band, first presented in Gamboa-Medina et al. [22] , have been used. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a vector composed of the data of the frame, with N ∈ Z samples; the energy is defined as:
Moving to the wavelet components, the decomposition of order three is performed by applying the Daubechies 2 (db2) wavelet, and overall, four sequences are obtained: three detail sequences (D 1 ,D 2 ,D 3 ) and one approximation sequence (A 3 ). For each sequence, (1) holds true, as well; thus, the energy is computed by assuming N as the number of elements in the corresponding sequence. The feature, called We, is evaluated as a vector, composed of four elements and representing the percentage of energy distribution between the wavelet components. Let C = En A 3 , En D 3 , En D 2 , En D 1 be the vector containing the computed energy for each decomposition sequence, for each j-th elements of the C; the corresponding We values is given as:
where En T denotes the overall energy of the four components of the decomposition, given as the L 1 norm of C, En T = C 1 . Based on this method, the authors investigated the application of the logarithm operator to the energy values of the wavelet components; thus, the j-th element of the feature Lw is defined as:
In order to provide a better insight into the features' performance, the frame samples have been also adopted as a feature (Da), as well as the frame average (Ma), corresponding to the moving average of the set, for a window length equal to the frame length.
For the above features, the corresponding first order positive difference has been proposed as a feature, as well. For instance, a first order positive difference is denoted by the letter d followed by the name F of the related feature. Thus, being F(n) the feature extracted from the n-th frame, the derived feature dF is computed as:
where n ∈ [1, N f ] and N f denotes the number of frames in the set. In the case of features with more components, an element-wise difference is performed. The value of two, which appears in the difference definition, is the required value that guarantees a marked dissimilarity between the frames, as well as their features, at the leakages' beginning.
To assess the usefulness of temporal information, a set of temporal features has been evaluated. The set is composed of three features, computed for three time window lengths, respectively of one hour, one day and one week. Regarding these windows, each one is repeated over time without overlapping itself.
Regarding the temporal features, given a default sequence of temporal windows, the information regarding the belonging of the frame to a temporal window is provided as feature information. Specifically, the windows of each sequence are enumerated, and this value is assigned to the frames for which their first sample lies within the window. Therefore, according to the temporal window, the features addressed as Hr, Dy and Wk represent the hour of the day, the day of the week and the week of the year, respectively.
Except for Da and its first order positive difference (dDa), the lengths of which depend on the number of frame samples (300, 30, 10 samples at 1, 10 and 30 min of resolution, respectively), the remaining features have a fixed length, independently from dataset resolution and frame length. Specifically, Ma, En, We, Lw, Hr, Dy and Wk have a feature length of 1, 1, 4, 4, 1, 1 and 1, respectively, as summarized in Table 2 . 
GMM and HMM
Two statistical models have been chosen to characterize the normality scenario: the Gaussian mixture model and the hidden Markov model. Concerning the GMM, the creation of the background model starts by assuming a weighted combination of multivariate normal distributions (MNDs) [35] . Let x f be a vector of dimension L, thus a vector with L feature values, µ its mean vector and Σ its covariance matrix; the MND is defined as:
where |Σ| denotes the determinant of Σ. Therefore, the GMM is obtained as an a posteriori distribution given by the weighted sum of Ng instances of (5):
where
and Ng denotes the number of Gaussians adopted for the GMM. The training process of the GMM follows two steps: initialization and update/finalization. In the first step, the parameters of the Ng Gaussian components are computed by using the k-means algorithm; in the second step, the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [36] re-estimates the parameters, guaranteeing a monotonic increase of the likelihood and reaching its maximum value. In this study, all GMMs have a diagonal covariance matrix.
Concerning the HMM, a typical structure used in speech recognition to model the temporal processes [37] has been adopted as the second approach to characterize the background model, and it is based on the left-to-right structure (also called Bakis). Each model is characterized by a transition probability matrix A, a sequence of emission probabilities B, also called observation likelihoods, and a set of states Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q Ns }. In the matrix A, each element a n,s represents the probability of moving from a state n to a state s, assuming that ∑ Ns n=1 a n,s = 1 , ∀s; whereas, letting O = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . o T } be a given observation sequence, the generation probability of the observation o t by the state n is expressed as b n (o t ).
The Markov assumptions affirm that the probability of a particular state is dependent only on the previous state. Furthermore, the probability of an output observation o t is dependent only on the state q n that produced the observation and not on any other states or on any other observations. In this case, it is possible to compute the output likelihood, for a given model, using the iterative procedure [38] :
where λ = (A, B) (automaton), T denotes the number of observations in O and Ns denotes the number of states. Furthermore, a 0,n and a s,F denote the transition probabilities out of the start state and into the last (or end) state, which are not associated with the observations. In order to create a continuous density model, each observation probability distribution, b n (o t ), is represented with a mixture Gaussian density. The final model is created by adopting a special case of the EM algorithm, the forward-backward or Baum-Welch algorithm [39] , which allows one to train both the transition probabilities A and the emission probabilities B of the HMM.
One-Class Support Vector Machine
As anticipated in Section 1, in addition to the backgrounds based on GMM and HMM, the experiments have been performed adopting the One-Class Support Vector Machine (SVM), as well. Generally speaking, the SVM computes a separation of the data, based on their labels, solving the following quadratic problem [40] :
to obtain the decision function:
where x i denotes the i-th Support Vector (SV) and k(·, ·) represents the Gaussian kernel, defined as k(x, y) = exp(− x − y 2 /c).
The function f returns +1 in the "small" region where most of the data points fall and −1 everywhere else. The strategy is to map the data into a features space corresponding to the kernel and to separate the data from the origin with the maximum margin. For a new point x f , the value of f (x f ) is determined by evaluating on which side of the hyperplane of the features space x f falls.
Novelty Detection
The decision stage, which carries out the detection of an event as being normal or abnormal, is depicted in the novelty detection stage in Figure 1 , and is composed of four blocks, strictly interconnected among themselves: normality model λ, log-likelihood computation, threshold and decision. For each frame, in the GMM approach, or for each sequence of frames, in the observation sequence for the HMM approach, the vector of extracted features is used to compute the corresponding log-likelihood value, by means of Equation (6) or (7), respectively, and by adopting the trained parameters of the background model.
At first, the validation data are processed and the achieved log-likelihoods stored. Then, a set of thresholds, to compare against the achieved log-likelihoods, is computed, and a non-uniform distribution of the threshold values is adopted, by arranging a higher number of thresholds, wherever the log-likelihood presents a denser distribution. In the decision block, each threshold is compared against the log-likelihoods computed for the frame (GMM case) or the sequence of frames (HMM case). As depicted in Figure 2 , if the log-likelihood value exceeds the threshold, the event is marked as a leakage/abnormal event, otherwise it is considered a normal event. Being that the HMM is based on a sequence of observations, consecutive frames are dragged in the decision process. In particular, the number of frames, involved in the observation, is equal to the number of states assumed for the normality background. Since the value of the likelihood returned by the algorithm is a logarithm, the data that match the statistical model will produce a probability value close to one, which corresponds to a value close to zero to the logarithm. On the other hand, the data not matching the statistical model will generate a probability value close to zero; thus, the logarithm value will be negative, while its absolute value will be great, as shown in Figure 2 . With respect to the block diagram Figure 1 , the adoption of the SVM affects the novelty detection stage. Instead of using the log-likelihood values returned by the GMM or HMM, the decision is based on the distances of each frame from the separation hyperplane of the feature points, obtained during the training phase. The set of thresholds used in the validation process is chosen consequently.
Feature Selection
As anticipated in Section 2.1, in the literature, a well-defined set of standard features is yet to be defined. Furthermore, an exhaustive research requires testing a number of combinations that can be computed as the binomial coefficient: m!/l! (m − l)!, where m denotes the number of available features and l the features for each vector combination. In other words, the overall number of combinations is given as ∑ m l=1 m!/l! (m − l)!, with m = 10, for a total of 1023 combinations, meaning that an investigation of all of the possible combinations is unaffordable from a computational standpoint. To overcome this issue, a modified version of the Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) algorithm [33] has been adopted to perform the feature selection.
The SFS is a suboptimal method that allows reducing the number of tested combinations to lm − l(l − 1)/2, by lowering the overall number of combinations to ∑ m l=1 lm − l(l − 1)/2 = m(m + 1)/2. For instance, given m = 10 available features, a total of 55 combinations is tested by means of the SFS, against the 1023 of the full-search.
The SFS consists of l sequential steps; in each step, a winning combination of features is selected from a pool of features, and with respect to the previous step, the number of features in the winning combination is increased by one, removing the selected feature from the pool. Further details on the SFS algorithm are described in Algorithm 1, where the Area Under the Curve (AUC) has been used as the criterion value.
Algorithm 1 Sequential forward selection. -Select the winner vector, i.e., the one whose criterion value is greatest. the winning vector and one of the excluded features. 10: end for 11: end procedure 12: -Select the feature vector whose criterion value is greatest among all of the created feature vectors.
As depicted in Figures 3 and 4 , the low performance achieved in the first iteration, in particular with the GMM, has suggested that the chances of missing a good combination are considerably high; this is the reason why a slight variation in the first and the second step of the SFS algorithm has been introduced.
In our implementation of the SFS algorithm, as shown in Figure 5 , at the first step, instead of choosing a single winner, three winners are selected, that is the three features that have the best results. Then, in the second step, for each winner, a new features set, as reported in Algorithm 1, is created and tested. Among all of these sets, the winner to be used in the next step is selected, and the SFS default procedure is followed from now on. While improving the search performance, the proposed selection method remains a suboptimal search approach, keeping an overall number of required iterations, 73 for m = 10, still lower than an exhaustive search. 
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GMM HMM Figure 4 . Feature selection steps and corresponding features' combination until the achievement of the best result for the DFID datasets. In the x-axis are reported the corresponding best features' combinations for both GMM and HMM. 
Experiments
In this section, an overview of the general setup is presented, describing the adopted datasets and the basic parameters used for each approach introduced in Section 2.
Datasets
As highlighted by Fagiani et al. [2] , only a few datasets exist that are publicly available while having proper data to perform experiments. Considering the residential scenario, the only available dataset is the Almanac of Minutely Power dataset (AMPds) [29] . It is composed of 2 full years worth of recordings, at 1-min intervals, of electricity, water and natural gas consumption of a single house. For larger grids, a valid candidate that includes both water and natural gas recordings is the dataset of monthly consumption, released in the "live data page for energy and water consumption" of the Department of International Development [30] . The records report the energy, natural gas and water consumption of the headquarters and Abercrombie House buildings. Each DFID subset has a sampling time of 30 min, and the last data that have been recorded date back to 31 March 2015. Two subsets report gas consumption values, specifically the overall DFID and the Abercrombie House sets; whereas the water consumption values are reported in the Abercrombie House and Whitehall sets. Moreover, the records for the Abercrombie House water and gas sets started on 8 August 2013 and 28 July 2010, respectively; on 1 August 2010, for the overall gas set, and on 20 April 2013, for the Whitehall set. Therefore, concerning the residential scenario, AMPds, three data resolutions have been exploited, i.e., the original one, 1 min, then a lower resolution of 10 min and, finally, a 30-min one, not presented in the previous work [13] . For the building scenario, only the original DFID resolution of 30 min has been exploited. Furthermore, it should be noted that a further resolution reduction would lower the number of records in the dataset too much to be of use.
Computer Simulation Setup
The datasets have been split into two parts; 70% of the data are used for training purposes (background model creation), and the remaining 30% is used for testing (detection performance evaluation). Furthermore, each subset has been split in overlapping frames with a fixed length of 5 h, thus 300 samples at 1-min resolution, 30 samples at 10 min and 10 samples at 30 min. The overlap is equal to 2/3 of the frame length. A label vector has been created for the validations set, by marking with "0" (zero) the normal frames, and "1" (one) the abnormal ones.
The background model creation includes an initial random condition, which can cause slight changes in the model from one run to another. Therefore, based on the same training set, 10 background models have been created. Each model has been adopted to evaluate 10 leakages, the parameters of which are randomly selected.
The GMMs have been tested by varying the number of adopted Gaussian components as: N g = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} . For the HMMs, in addition to the Gaussian components, the number of states has been varied as well, from one to four (plus the start and end states, which are always present). For the OC-SVM only, the γ parameter has been varied based on the following pool of values: 2 −15 , 2 −13 , . . . 2, 2 3 .
The data preparation, the feature extraction and the decision stages have been developed in MATLAB R : MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA. The GMM and HMM training algorithms, as well as the likelihood computation, have been implemented in C++ using the Torch3 library [41] . The OC-SVM has been implemented using the LIBSVM library [42] .
In order to produce reliable and consistent results, improvements have been applied to the experimental setup with respect to the one presented in [13] . The random leakages parameters have been produced by initializing the MATLAB R random generator with the seed of 42. Moreover, the min-max normalization has been also applied to each feature set. In particular, let x f be the feature set for each frame; the corresponding normalized set x f * ∈ [0, 1] L , with L denoting the number of elements in the vector x f , is given performing the following element-wise operation:
where x f M and x f m denote the vectors of maximum and minimum values, respectively. For each component of x f , the maximum and the minimum values are computed from the training set.
Leakage Creation
As discussed in Section 1, in the novelty detection approach, no faulty instance is adopted to train the normality model, and none is present in the datasets. As said, also, to the authors' knowledge [2] , in addition to the suitable datasets being limited in number, none of them records the occurrence of faults. Therefore, the validation datasets have been manipulated to include faulty instances and to perform the validation of the system. Each validation sequence has been revised as:
where β ∈ [0.25, 0.50], l k is the average consumption computed from the training sequence, while i v
and i v ( f ) denote the leakage start and stop samples. The leakage duration is randomly selected in a range between a min of 5 and a max of 10 h, which corresponds to 300 and 600 samples, respectively, for 1-min resolution, to 30 and 60 samples, respectively, for 10-min resolution, and 10 and 20 samples, respectively, for 30-min resolution. Furthermore, the starting point of the leakage is randomly selected over a span between the 10% and 90% of the validation set length. An example of leakage induced in the data, together with a subset of features extracted from the corresponding data, is shown in Figure 6 . 
Evaluation Method
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, the probability to correctly detect an anomaly, TDR, and the probability to erroneously detecting an anomaly, FDR, have been adopted and are given, according to Ntalampiras et al. [43] , as follows: Assuming a set of thresholds, for each threshold, the corresponding TDRs and FDRs are obtained, and these values are used to plot the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [44] , which shows how the threshold affects the result.
On the one hand, if the threshold is set to a value lower than the minimum likelihood, the system achieves a TDR and an FDR equal to 0%. Each normal event is correctly detected, but all of the abnormal events are classified as normal, as well. On the other hand, if the threshold is set to a value higher than the maximum likelihood, both the TDR and the FDR reach a 100% rate. In the latter case, then, each sequence is recognized always as abnormal notwithstanding its actual nature.
As the last step, for a given ROC, the goodness of the classifier performance is evaluated in terms of AUC, as done in [31, 32, 43] . Specifically, the plot relating to a random guess detector and an ideal detector is reported, as a reference, in Figure 7 . It is possible to observe that a completely random guess will produce a set of points along the diagonal of the ROC, producing an AUC of 50%. On the other hand, the optimal detector will produce a 100% AUC, and the best threshold will be the one that produces a TDR of 100% and a FDR of 0%. Thus, a novelty detector, to be of particular use, should have a plot above the diagonal of the ROC. Furthermore, the closer to the top-left corner of the ROC, the better the detector performance will be. 
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Random Detector AUC= 50% Sub-optimal Detector AUC= 75% Optimal Detector AUC=100% Figure 7 . Examples of the ROC and AUC relations.
Results
The results achieved by each approach, based on the proposed SFS procedure, with and without temporal features, are presented and discussed in this section. The best AUC results, achieved for the residential consumption and, thus, based on the AMPds datasets are reported in Tables 3 and 4 , whereas the results achieved for the building consumption, based on the DFID dataset, are reported in Table 5 . In Figures 3 and 4 , for each dataset and resolution, the AUCs achieved by the winners of each selection step of the proposed SFS process, with both GMM and HMM, but without temporal features, are reported. Table 3 . Best results and corresponding features' combination achieved for each resource and resolution (Res.) of the AMPds dataset. The column "Parameters" reports the number of Gaussians, the states and Gaussians number and the γ value for GMM, HMM and One-Class (OC)-SVM, respectively. Table 5 . Best results and corresponding features' combination achieved for each resource and resolution (Res.) of the Department of International Development (DFID) dataset. The Abercrombie and the Whitehall sets are reported as "Aber." and "White.", respectively. The column "Parameters" reports the number of Gaussians, the states and Gaussians number and the γ value for GMM, HMM and One-Class (OC)-SVM, respectively. 
Residential Consumption
In the residential scenario, the best results are achieved, for almost every resolution level and resource type, by the HMM models, although with a higher standard deviation with respect to the results of the GMM models. The only exception is the case of natural gas at 1-min time resolution without temporal features, in which the GMM models outperform the HMM counterpart. The SVM performance is significantly worse than the GMM and HMM ones.
Regarding the features, it can be observed that, in the case of the gas results, the moving average, Ma, and the energy, En, features are always present, in both the GMM and HMM evaluations, and they seem to be a suitable set of features for the natural gas leakage detection. The temporal features do not provide a boost in performance. The overall best results for GMM and HMM, 88.82% and 88.68%, respectively, are achieved at 1-min resolution.
In the case of water records, HMM achieved the best performance notwithstanding the time resolution, although the best overall results, 86.36%, are obtained at 1-min time resolution. Moreover, the introduction of the temporal information has led to a performance improvement at 10 and 30 min of resolution with both GMM and HMM. Concerning GMM, the improvements are about 1.9% and 4.96%, for 10 and 30 min, respectively. In the case of HMM, at the same time resolutions, the respective improvements are about 1.66% and 5.86%.
In the water case, also, longer features' combinations have been obtained, especially at 10 and 30 min of resolution, and it is difficult to identify common features' combinations. Concerning the temporal features, in the GMM case, the only temporal feature is the one obtained with the hourly window, Hr. In the case of HMM, at 10 min, two temporal features are present, hourly and weekly, whereas at 30 min, only the hourly one is present.
It is noteworthy that, with both water and natural gas data, decreasing the resolution produces worse results with both GMM and HMM models, whereas the opposite trend is shown by SVM.
It should be noted that to apply novelty detection to metering systems based on low power devices, in the natural gas case, suitable performance levels are achieved only at 1-min resolution, whereas in the water case, valuable results have been obtained at every resolution value. With respect to the computational burden, on the other hand, in the gas case, the GMM model achieves performance close to the HMM one at all resolutions; therefore, the high computational burden due to the sampling rate can be partially lowered by choosing the GMM model instead of the HMM one. On the other hand, in the water case, the temporal features at 30-min resolution allow one to further reduce the computational burden of the system. Specifically, the features' vector Ma+Lw + En turns into Da + Hr, thus losing the heavy computation required by the wavelet decomposition. Thus, if the aim is to implement the algorithm on a concentrator or similar low power computation devices, there is room to optimize the procedure with little to no loss in terms of performance.
Building Consumption
In the case of the building scenario, the best performance is achieved by the HMM model notwithstanding the time resolution of the samples. SVM in this case, as well, results in being the worst performer. The introduction of temporal features has provided additional performance improvement to both the GMM and HMM models, whereas SVM has not shown significant gain.
About the Abercrombie gas subset, the best result, 87.80%, is achieved by the HMM model, introducing the hourly and weekly temporal features, and the performance improvement is about 1.39% and 0.21% for GMM and HMM, respectively.
Concerning the Abercrombie water set, 2.30% and 2.21% of improvements are obtained by introducing the temporal features. Specifically, the HMM best result, 94.73%, is achieved by adopting the daily temporal feature.
The best result performed with the overall gas set is 89.24%, by introducing both the daily and the weekly temporal features, and obtaining enhancements of 1.13% and 0.71% for GMM and HMM, respectively.
In the case of the Whitehall set, the introduction of temporal features produced an improvement of 2.44% for both GMM and HMM. The best result is 95.32%, and the improvements are achieved by introducing the hourly and the daily features for both GMM and HMM.
The results of the experiments show that the proposed solution is compatible with low power metering devices, and the data precessing may also be suitable for low power computational devices. Specifically, for some scenarios, the application of temporal features, together with the general performance improvement, allows one to reduce the computational burden by effecting the features' combinations. In the case of HMM model, the features' set obtained for the Abercrombie water data is reduced from Ma + Da + dMa + En + dEn to Da + Hr + Ma + dMa; thus from five to four features and from 14 to 13 overall components. Whereas, for the White water set, the features go from Da + We + dEn + Ma to Da + Hr + Dy + dEn, thus removing the need for the heavy computational power required for the wavelet decomposition. On the other hand, in the case of the GMM model, for the White water data, the features set Da + We + dMa + Ma + dEn is reduced to Da + Hr + Dy, going from five to three features and from 14 to 12 overall components.
Best Results' Details
In order to have a better insight into the detection performance for the best results, in Table 6 , together with the best results achieved (column "AVG"), are also reported the best AUCs achieved among the background models (column "BEST BG"), and the overall best AUC (column "BEST"). The former refers to the best result achieved as the average of the AUC results, obtained for all of the tested leakages with the same background model. The latter shows the best AUC achieved among the detected leakages, regardless of the adopted background model. As discussed in Section 3.2, for each experiment, 10 background models are trained, and for each of them, 10 random leakages are tested. Therefore, the background number, for the "BEST BG", and the background and the leakage number, for the "BEST", that have achieved the reported result, are indicated in brackets. The ROCs concerning the average AUCs achieved for each background model, among all of the tested leakages and the overall averages, are depicted in Figure 8 .
Furthermore, also the TDRs and FDRs are reported in Table 6 . The values are obtained from the corresponding ROCs. Each FDR has been computed for the lowest likelihood value that achieves a TDR of 100%. Note that the FDRs reported in Table 6 cannot be compared to the points for the TDRs of 100% in the curves depicted in Figure 8 . Differently from the ROCs, where the average curves have been computed considering both TDR and FDR points, the results in Table 6 have been achieved performing the average of the FDR components only. Finally, in order to validate the best results and to provide a hint of the general performance, the k-fold cross-validation, with k = 8, has been executed. The proposed SFS has been repeated in the k-fold perspective, by considering the water and natural gas residential consumption, the AMPds dataset, at 1 min of resolution using the GMM model. For both natural gas and water, the best result, 92.00% and 84.62%, respectively, has been achieved by the combination of Ma and En features, confirming the results reported in Tables 3 and 4 .
Performance Variability Analysis
In order to have a better insight into the system performance, in particular of the standard deviation shown in the results, a sensitivity analysis has been performed. As for the experiments discussed in Section 3, 10 leakages for 10 different background models have been considered, thus 100 evaluations for each condition. The tests have been performed for the higher resolution, 1 min, on both water and natural gas consumption of the AMPds, by using the best features' combinations. Moreover, for each dataset and technique, the evaluations have been performed three times, and each time, two out of three leakage parameters have been kept constant, in order to perform the analysis of the leakage starting point, size and duration.
For the starting point sensitivity analysis, the leakage size is set to β = 0.375, and the leakage duration is fixed to 450 samples. For the leakage size test, the starting point is kept to half of the set length, and the β has been varied from 0.25 to 0.50, as for the previous experiments. Finally, for the leakage duration sensitivity analysis, the leakage duration has been varied from 300 to 600 samples. The results, depicted in Table 7 , show that the bottleneck is due to the leakage position in the set, and a strong correlation between the leakage position and the achieved performance is revealed, as shown in Figure 9 . In particular, for each background model, the AUCs evaluated for 500 leakage positions, uniformly distributed along the dataset length, are reported. All of the backgrounds present the same trend, and this confirms, for both GMM and HMM, that the standard deviation does not depend on the variability of the initial conditions in the training procedure, but it is entirely due to the leakage position in the dataset instead; thus, the backgrounds present the same envelope. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a framework for automatic leakage detection in smart water and natural gas grids has been presented. The framework is made of an innovative set of features, actually missing in the related literature and specifically defined for the application scenarios under study, and a variation of the SFS approach proposed by the authors to select the best features. The framework core is represented by the novelty detector, implemented by means of three statistical algorithms, i.e., GMM, HMM and OC-SVM, which, to the authors' knowledge, have never been used for the application scenarios under study.
Experiments have been focused on two distinct scenarios, i.e., the residential and building ones, for which the water and natural gas consumption values from the AMPds and DFID datasets have been respectively employed.
The achieved results confirmed the suitability of the proposed leakage detection approach for both case studies. In particular, the GMM and HMM models were revealed to be the best performing ones in terms of AUC, the quality index used for our assessments. The assumption of time-limited leakage models has proven the detection time to be reasonably short. Moreover, the usefulness of temporal information, especially for low sampling data rates, has been confirmed, as well.
Further investigations revealed a strong correlation between the leakage position and the achieved performance. To address this aspect of the problem, future works will investigate new features to lower the dependency of the system performance from the leakage parameters. Additionally, other types of anomalies, such metering system issues and faults, will be addressed in future works, along with temporal clustering.
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